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> Real capabilities for force projection

> Interoperable combat system

> Floating hospital

> Innovative & modular design

> Economical to build and operate
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Length overall 199 m

Beam 32 m

Displacement, full load 21,300 tons

Maximum speed 19 kts

Propulsion all-electric

Characteristics

Flight deck, area 6,400 m2

Flight deck, number of helos spots 6

Capacity, helos below deck 16 (NH90, Tiger, etc.)

Hospital 19 beds + 50-bed annex

Complement 160 (crew) + 450 (passengers)

Missions
The Mistral class is designed for a range of missions
in times of war or peace. These vessels can be made
ready for humanitarian or military missions,
including high-intensity operations, on very short
notice. In a word, the Mistral class offers excellent
deployability for all types of forces.

MISTRAL CLASS

 



MISTRAL CLASS

> Capabilities for force
projection
Mistral-class force projection & command vessels (French designation:
BPC) are new-generation multirole assault ships in the proud tradition of
the earlier Foudre and Orage classes. The Mistral concept combines a six-
spot helicopter deck, a floating hospital, an LCAC- compatible amphibious
assault ship, a troop transport and a command vessel. 
Since entering service, the Mistral has become the French Navy’s prime
asset for crisis management and force projection.

> Senit® 9 CMS
The Mistral class features a Senit® 9 combat
management system, a derivative of the Senit® 8
CMS carried by the Charles de Gaulle aircraft carrier
and an acknowledged success for its data
processing capacity and user-friendliness. The CMS
generates the tactical situation by fusing data from
the ship’s own sensors with data received via
datalinks to the flight deck management system
and the ship’s navigation system. The CMS also
controls the ship’s self-defence weapon systems.
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> Propulsion
The highly innovative propulsion system features
two electric azimuth pods and an electric bow
thruster, making the Mistral the French Navy’s first
all-electric warship.

Projection capacity

• Landing craft: 4 LCMs (mechanised landing craft)
or 2 LCACs (air-cushion landing craft)

• Flight deck: ample contiguous space for helicopter
operations

• Interior: optimised for fast embarkation/
disembarkation.

> Floating hospital
The Mistral concept includes a modern, 750-sq.m
hospital to international level-3 medevac standards
with 69 beds for active-care patients, two operating
theatres and a range of state-of-the-art equipment.
If additional hospital/medevac space is required,
part of the upper vehicle hangar can be converted
into a modular field hospital.

> Interoperable combat
system
The Mistral class was designed essentially as a floating helicopter base for
deployment with joint or allied force to theatres of operations anywhere in
the world at any time. For the advanced command post role, the class is
equipped with a state-of-the-art HF/VHF/UHF/Satcom communications suite
to the latest Nato standards and C4ISR (command, control, communication,
computers, intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance) systems for joint
air, land and sea operations.

> Innovative modular design
The Mistral class was designed under DCN prime contractorship to
specifications providing, from the outset, for modular shipbuilding. This helps
cut costs and speed up the shipbuilding process by allowing for work sharing
between different shipyards. This type of design also simplifies technology
transfers.

^ The vessel can support Tiger-type helos 

Embarking armoured vehicle >
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